**LUMIÈRE Bio-restorative Eye Cream**

Intensive line smoothing eye cream with PSP® helps improve signs of skin in the delicate eye area.

Formulated with 30% more PSP®, a complete protein blend of Human Growth Factors, Cytokines and Interleukins available to smooth and soften the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

  - PSP® and hyaluronic acid help firm and hydrate the delicate skin under and around the eyes.
  - Helps reduce the appearance of under eye darkness.
  - Smooths the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.
  - Caffeine helps alleviate signs of skin puffiness.
  - Soothes and refreshes the delicate eye area to help minimize signs of fatigue.

**Apply AM/PM or as directed by physician for visibly younger looking eyes!**

Recently, a large clinical study with LUMIÈRE Bio-restorative Eye Cream was completed. The study demonstrated that LUMIÈRE helps to significantly reduce the signs of aged and stressed skin around the eye after six weeks of twice daily use. The results of this study were published in the Journal of Drugs in Dermatology, July 2007, Volume 6, Issue 7, Pages 725-729.

See detailed study results by clicking on link below!

[LUMIÈRE Study](#)

**What makes LUMIÈRE unique?**

Research indicates that PSP® combined with the unique blend of key ingredients contained in LUMIÈRE helps to promote youthful more vibrant skin around and under the eyes.

**Use of LUMIÈRE Bio-restorative Eye Cream**

Apply a single pump of LUMIÈRE to the freshly cleansed skin area surrounding your eyes morning and night or follow the recommendations of your skin